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Bardic Song
As curious stories go, Mertz’s is odder than most. Born in Pressburg (Bratislava) during the Napoleonic Wars, christened
‘Casparus Josephus’. Provincial teacher (flute, guitar). Cathedral habitué. The occasional concert. Then, come 1840,
Vienna staging the moment, the re-invented man chronicled by history. Mid-thirties. Composer-virtuoso. Publishing
agreement with Tobias Haslinger – a shrewd entrepreneur who’d dropped Chopin a decade previously but favoured
Schubert and flag-shipped Strauss pére (the terpsichorean gold of whose mind and manner went with flirtations and
fortune). Flowers of the Fatherland, Carnival of Venice. Opus 1-6. Last of the grand Biedermeier guitarists.
Building on a command performance at the Burgtheater for a benefit occasion under the patronage of the Dowager
Empress, Karoline Auguste of Bavaria, 1841 and 1842 were taken up with autumn tours around the Habsburg,
Russian and German lands. Of one appearance, in Brünn (Brno), a reviewer in the Vossische Zeitung wrote admiringly
of ‘a skill that approaches the impossible’: ‘he [achieves] an outstanding clarity of plucking; in the most difficult
passages one can hear the upper voice, the middle voice and especially the ground bass – qualities that not even the
most famous virtuosos [...] can achieve’ (Andreas Stevens, Soundboard Scholar No.2, 2016).
‘Tall and of knightly stature,’ master of Stauffer’s eight-string instruments, subsequently Scherzer’s ten-string
ones, Mertz met his future wife, Josephine Platin (c.1819/20-1903), a pianist, in Dresden in the autumn of 1842,
marrying her within weeks. Making their home in Vienna, they developed a generous-hearted, companionably
professional partnership, sharing programmes and collaborating – most lastingly in the virtuosic accompaniments
she penned for several (jointly-credited) terzgitarre/piano duos. More than half-a-century later, loyal to her
husband’s memory, selling off manuscripts or attempting to reconstruct his scores, we find her ‘living in difficult
circumstances’, childless and bereft of relatives. The faded lady of the cobbles who once had been.
Never of ruddy health, disaster struck in 1846 with an attack of neuralgia for which the recently fashionable, if dubious,
remedy of strychnine was prescribed – Wells’s ‘palaeolithic in a bottle’. Josephine, otherwise uninformed, administered
the entire dosage at a single sitting. It took Mertz eighteen months to recover, living in the country suburbs beyond
Vienna, ‘a confirmed invalid’.
On 6 February 1848, well enough to return to the stage, he gave a soirée with Josephine and some of her pupils in
Schweighofer’s salon, home of the elite Viennese piano maker: ‘the crush to obtain admission was so great that
several persons nearly lost their lives ... the hall was packed to its utmost capacity, many hundreds being unable to
gain [entry]’ (Philip J Bone, 1914). Politically, though, the timing was bad. With Europe in social disarray and nationalist
ferment, the Austrian Chancellor, Metternich – reactionary, prince of censorship, guardian of the secret police, ‘the
most boring man in European history’ (A J P Taylor) – resigned the following month, fleeing to Victoria’s England and
the accommodating ear of Palmerston. Like Chopin in Paris, Mertz, ‘in a most melancholy, desponding mood,’ found
himself with neither pupils nor engagements. Crossing the politico-cultural ‘borderline between old and new Austria’
(Hanslick), he needed two-and-a-half-years to rally.

In July 1856 he went to Grein for a concert. Catching a chill on the Danube steamer back to Vienna, he died three
months later. In their obituary the Neue Wiener Musik-Zeitung celebrated him as ‘the famous guitar virtuoso … the
only one who, through his compositions, saved [his] instrument from [held it high above] the waves of oblivion ... His
lovely compositions have the advantage that they can be performed by any dilettante, since, in so far as is possible,
every technical difficulty has been avoided. The orphaned guitar, which in his hands generated unimaginable magic,
has lost its most worthy ambassador. A modest, likeable artist, witty in manner, he is mourned by all his friends’ (6
November 1856). Vienna’s voice of pearly nostalgia.
________________________________________________________________________________
‘Whatever Mertz wrote showed his exquisite refinement.
A vulgar melody or a commonplace harmony seems to have been impossible to his very nature’
~ George C Krick, Etude, September 1940 ~
Erinnerung an Ischl (Memories of Ischl) – 6 Ländler Op.12 (1846) No Austrian, no Habsburger has left the rustic
ländler untouched – and, appropriately, it was a South Tyrolean, the guitar and mandolin player Leonhard von Call,
about 1800, who was the first to publish a set of dances under the name, Op.49 (‘mit willkührlicher Begleitung der
2ten Guitarre’). The six-dance moderato chain of Mertz’s Op.12, framed by an introduction and coda, acknowledges
the tested Lanner/Strauss dance model. I, III, IV and VI are in D major, II in G and V in A – intentionally easy open-string
keys. With its modest population but immodest appeal as a place of amorous dalliance, Ischl in Upper Austria was a
fashionable royal spa, a haunt of Brahms and Mahler in years to come, where the literati and waltz-gods of an empire
in twilight would gather down the summers to search for yesterday.
Nachtviolen (Night Violets*) – Scherzo in D major Op.2 No.2 (1840) Five ‘original melodies’ comprise the
Nachtviolen collection. This scherzo, a più allegro in four, is a terse marcetta devoid of Beethoven hammering or
Mendelssohn elves, innocence to the fore.
* More properly Dames’s Violets (Hesperis matronalis), the flower of the Mayrhofer poem.
Schule für die Guitare [sic] WoO 2 (1848) – Übungsstücke Nos.5 in G major: Moderato; 7 in D major:
Cantabile; 9 Romance in E minor: Adagio; 10 in A major: Andantino Guitar ‘methods’ come in all guises –
some enduringly famous (Carulli, Sor, Carcassi), others forgotten or place/fashion-specific. Mertz’s, issued
during the height of civil unrest in Vienna, is a slight affair, a mere 26 pages of theory, instruction and exercises,
probably assembled during his post-1846 convalescence. Drawing on thirty years of experience (their author
having, perforce, embraced the Lehrer road at twelve), the Übungsstücke may be aphoristic, yet their expressive
range, virginal contour, leaning appoggiaturas and Italianate cadences cast an identifiably perfumed spell, the
author’s alluring signature never far away. The Affekt and poetic axis of keepsakes like Nos.5, just eight bars, or
9, the Romance, is distinctive – G major: ‘tender gratitude for true friendship and faithful love’; E minor: ‘a maiden
dressed in white ... with a rose-red bow at her breast’ (Schilling after Schubart, Universal-Lexicon der Tonkunst,
1835-38).

Barden-Klänge (Bardic Sounds) Op.13B I:1 An Malvina (1847) Singled out in the Neue Wiener Musik-Zeitung
obituary as the publication by which Mertz would be ‘best remembered’, the Barden-Klänge collection is
innovative, eschewing inherited, contemporaneous guitar means, idioms and formal designs in favour of a
novel right hand technique and the manner, psychological mind-set and title-styling, if not language, of
Mendelssohn’s Lieder ohne Worte or Schumann’s piano lockets from the 30s and 40s – which Mertz, then in
strychnine remission, would likely have heard Josephine practising daily. Several numbers look to James
Macpherson’s Ossian epic (Edinburgh 1760/65) – tales of ‘endless battles and unhappy loves’ that were to be
the inspiration of Goethe, Herder and Klopstock, Schubert, Mendelssohn and Gade, the Romantic movement
generally. Napoleon, too. Four characters infuse these poems: the once ‘mighty’ Ossian, the blind old king
(the narrator); his father, Fingal; his warrior son Oscar; and Oscar’s inamorata, Malvina, she of the ‘white hands
[moving] upon the harp’ – whose lament on Oscar’s death has never lost its beauty: ‘I was a lovely tree in thy
presence [...] with all my branches round me. But thy death came, like a blast from the desert, and laid my
green head low. The spring returned with its showers; but no leaf of mine arose.’
Opening the cycle and from the onset confirming an evidently new kind of guitar parlance, Mertz’s Malvina
essays statement and implication, musical gesture and verbal commentary. The main body of the ‘song’,
prefaced by a maestoso ‘harp’ introduction, is a moderato quasi allegretto, the crotchet motion of the theme
suggestive as much of numbed emotions as the ritualistic step of a cortège ancienne coalescing ‘faintly through
the mist’, Mertz, echoing Schubert, having the ability to invest the major key with sensations as poignant as any
in the minor. Hairpins rising and falling, temporal caesuras lento to in tempo, a couple of harmonics, nuance the
landscape. Similarly the supporting remarks, relatively unusual in their descriptive extent: ‘espressivo e ben
pronunziato la melodia’; ‘sempre pp gli accompagnamenti’; ‘dolce’; ‘dolcissimo’; ‘volante’; ‘tristamente’;
‘doloroso’. The closing plagal cadence – C major/minor to G – is one of those slants on an old formula typical of
JKM’s way (cf. the end of Lob der Tränen, Track 22).
Johann Strauss II (1825-99) arr. Mertz – Liebeslieder WoO 4 I:8 (1853) Like Coste in Paris, Mertz was one of
Vienna’s in-demand arrangers, obliging publishers efficiently and swiftly. From Schubert (WoO 1, 1845) … through
136 ‘easy play’ settings of dances, opera motives, popular tunes, and folk songs from America to Russia, God Save
the King to the Austrian Nationalhymne (Kukuk: Musikalische Rundschau, twelve books WoO 3, 1852-53) … to
Strauss fils (Auswahl der beliebtesten Tänze [...] WoO 4, 1853-56) Strauss, one of Mertz’s supping friends, directed
his Liebeslieder waltz in the Cortisches Kaffeehaus of the Volksgarten, 18 June 1852. Not music, the young Hanslick
opined confidently, for ‘bad-tempered old-fashioned people whose narrow-mindedness goes so far as to call today’s
dance music contemptible’. Mertz’s (uncredited) versions of the first (D major, recorded here) and fifth (G major)
sequences of the work were on sale eighteen months later.
Giuseppe Verdi (1813-1901) arr. Mertz – Rigoletto Op.8 No.21 (1852) Mertz’s popular Op.8 Opern-Revue for
Haslinger (1843-56) drew on operas by Donizetti, Bellini, Balfe, Flotow, Adam, Verdi, Suppé, Auber, Rossini,
Boïeldieum Pugni, Meyerbeer and Nicolai (with additional bel canto input of his own invention in some of the
introductions): thirty-three sparkling morceaux de concert of which No.14, Ernani (1846), was long a charger de rigeur

with Romantic guitarists. Telling of the licentious Duke of Mantua, his hunch-backed jester Rigoletto and Rigoletto’s
daughter Gilda, Rigoletto, after Victor Hugo’s Le roi s’amuse (1832), was produced at the Teatro la Fenice, Venice, 11
March 1851 (Theater am Kärntnertor, Vienna, 12 May 1852). Despite problems with the censor, northern Italy then
coming under Austrian jurisdiction (‘a repugnant [example of] immorality and obscene triviality’), and notwithstanding
an unusual structure (‘almost without arias, without finales, only an un-ending string of duets’, the composer’s words),
it took audiences by storm – Strauss II’s effervescent Hesperiden [Melodien]-Quadrille premiering at the Volksgarten,
16 July 1852, a fortnight after the publication of the Mertz potpourri.
Mertz based his ‘fantasy’ on five main tunes. (i) Aria ‘Cortigianti, vil razza dannata’ (‘Accursed race of courtiers’:
Rigoletto seeking Gilda who has been captured, Act II, G major Andante con anima [featuring ‘continuous tremolo’
writing]). (ii) Aria ‘Caro nome che il mio cor’ (‘Dearest name’: Gilda, meditating on her love for the Duke, Act I, A major
Moderato). (iii) Ballade ‘Questa o quella per me pari’ (‘This woman or that’: the Duke, on a life of wanton pleasure, Act
I, A major, Allegretto). (iv) Canzone ‘La donna è mobile’ (‘The woman is fickle’/’Women are fickle’: the Duke, Act III, D
major, Andantino dolce). (v) Duet ‘Ah, veglia, o donna, questo fiore’ (Duet ‘O woman, watch over this flower’: Rigoletto,
Gilda, Act I, G major, Moderato assai).
Strauss II arr. Mertz – Annen-Polka WoO 4 III:1 (1853) A polka français, less heavy than the German variety, the
Annen-Polka Op.117 (D major, with a trio in G) was introduced by Strauss at a Prater concert, 26 July 1852, Mertz’s
arrangement being announced in the Wiener Zeitung for 15 December 1853.
Barden-Klänge Op.13B III:3 Capriccio in D minor: Presto (1847) An étude with interestingly differentiated textures
and tutti inferences, the ritardando, dolce and tristamente modifiers inviting latitude. In his Schule für die Guitare Mertz
defines presto as merely ‘fast’, contrasting Hummel’s ‘even faster [than “very lively”] and volatile’ recommendation (1827).
Vaterlands-Blüthen (Flowers of the Fatherland) – Original Hungarian Melodies Op.1 (1840) Style hongrois –
familiar from Haydn, Beethoven and Schubert to Liszt and Brahms – was the exotic voice, as connotative as the
‘Turkish’ before it, of middle Europe pre/post Congress of Vienna. In Habsburg Hungary, a place in 1840 where the
language of government, administration and schooling was exclusively Latin, it was the song of the populace –
indigenous Magyar, itinerant gypsy, rural legacy, urban vernacular, origins and appropriations, creators and carriers
meeting in ‘deep melancholy […] heart-piercing grief, and wild despair’ (Johann Georg Kohl, 1843). Alongside Liszt’s
dallok and rapszódiák (advertised contemporaneously by Haslinger), Mertz’s Opus 1, with its Pressburg genesis and
‘Flowers of the Fatherland’ banner, sent a clear patriotic message.
Displaying a variety of regional idioms and clichés, three of the five movements are in the minor: maestoso (E), patetico
(A) and dolore (D). The two quick ones are in the major: con fuoco risoluto (A), con spirito (D). ‘She was slender, with
a thin, perfectly shaped face, the nose rather arched, the eyes large, black, lustrous, under her black eyelids; thick
masses of black hair ran across her forehead, under the scarlet kerchief. She leaned there, haughty, magnetic,
indifferent; a swift animal, like a strung bow, bringing all the East with her, and a shy wildness which is the gypsy’s only’
(Arthur Symons, 1903).

Franz Schubert (1797-1828) arr. Mertz Lob der Tränen (In Praise of Tears) Op.22 No.2 (c.1850/51) This strophic
D major song after Schlegel, first published in December 1822 (D 711), was transcribed by Liszt in 1837 (S 557), his
setting appearing the following year in a collection inscribed to Countess d’Apponyi, Hommage aux dames de Vienne.
Mertz worked it twice. For Carl Haslinger (WoO 1:1) – the first of six Schubert Lied transcriptions (1845). And for
Joseph Aibl of Munich (Op.22 No.2) – Portefeuille für Guitarre-Spieler. Both concur broadly with Liszt’s 74-bar design
but are tenderer in characterisation, less dynamically heart-on-sleeve, and more imaginative in implying/inflecting
changes of verse through rhythmically quickened underlays (the written-out repeat) – the 52-bar second version,
recorded here, ‘varyingly significantly’ from the earlier (Franke, 2010). ‘Warm winds, Fragrant flowers, The pleasures
of spring and youthful lust; Kisses sipped From fresh lips, Gently cradled upon a delicate breast’.
6 Ländler Op.9 (1844) The deliberated, swaying Ländler of Bavaria and the Austrian alps was a dance of eyes
meeting, languorous yet chaste. In this Lannerish A major/D major set, each portamento telling a story, Mertz captures
the style with heady charm – the simple harmonies, accented second beats and phrased-off cadences, the
introduction and coda, the acid-sweet angst, major sixths demurring to minor, painting a Waldmüller-like oil of
forgotten woods, pools and sunset glades, of promised lips and the delirium of September wine and a shyly clasped
waist. ‘To be fond of dancing,’ Jane Austen reminds her readers in Pride and Prejudice, is ‘a certain step towards
falling in love’.
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